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New London Engineering helps you sell more by providing
unmatched sales support, competitive prices, and quick and
accurate quotes. It makes all the difference.

3 Reasons — 1 New London Difference
1. Unmatched Sales Support

CONFERENCE

New London Engineering has been exceeding expectations for
over 60 years. Our sales reps know how to evaluate space, and
they deliver valuable ideas when you need them most.
Our unique Quote Conference is a 3-way conference call that
connects all of us online (you-your customer-New London). This
allows us to review your customer’s quote and answer all
their questions.
Plus, we back our claims with cash! Your first New London order is rewarded with $100, and we’ll
add another $100 if you’re not completely satisfied.

2. Competitive Prices

QUOTE

New London Engineering’s state-of-the-art production equipment positions us as a lowcost producer. Our supplier relationships are decades long, so we can order parts and
materials in bulk, passing the volume discounts along to you. A clean and organized
manufacturing environment, along with our Lean Manufacturing culture and techniques,
keep production costs low.

3. Quick and Accurate Quotes

UOTE
Product Application Rate Temperature

Our EZ Quote proprietary software is a configurator pricing program focused on speed.
With EZ Quote, in most cases, you will have your completed quote within minutes.
Rather than completing a long quote request form, we’ve come up with a simple
catchword, P.A.R.T., to help you acquire all the information we need to complete a
quote: Product, Application, Rate, Temperature.

Discover our Difference and Increase your Sales
Sales Support
CONFERENCE

 nmatched sales support before and after the sale including our
U
unique 3-way online conference call:
• Allows you to review the prospect’s application and eliminate
potential problems by addressing all your customer’s questions
and concerns early on in the process.
• Close more sales by providing prospects with product, price,
delivery, and service guarantees.

Competitive Prices
QUOTE

UOTE

 e build conveyors for a living. Our volume purchasing discounts and low production
W
costs are built into our low prices.

Quick and Accurate Quotes
 e have the shortest quote-to-delivery lead times in the industry. Call us with your
W
quote information, and in most cases, we will email or fax your quote before we
hang up the phone.

New London Engineering is a full-line custom and standard conveyor manufacturer that
provides customers with exactly what they need with the shortest quote to delivery lead times
in the industry. Call 800-437-1994 today and discover the New London difference.

1700 Division St. / New London, WI 54961

800- 437-1994
www.nleco.com

